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Introduction

R

eflecting back over the past season one cannot believe
how quickly 2016 has gone by. It feels like just yesterday
that we returned back from Vegas and started making
our pre season preparations.

It's been a true blessing to have had so many of our old clients
come back on return safaris and trusting us again to plan their
adventures. Many brought their families and as always those
hunts were a blast to host as your time around the campfire is
always exciting and noisy from tales of the days hunts. Husbands
and wives joined us and many of the wives ended up hunting
their first animals. Kids are always special and it's so needed to
introduce the youth to hunting and Africa. Our mission statement
is to provide a Classic African Safari Without Compromise and by
that we stand firm and tall. Clients have to always remember that
it doesn't matter whether you feel that a request is silly or out of
place, if you let us know with enough advance notice, we will find
a way to make it work.
South Africa is still only one of two countries being allowed to
export their elephant trophies to the USA and Madubula Safaris
has access to some of the best areas South Africa has to offer.
Our areas are large and wild and by the end of the day you will
take back so much more than just a trophy. Being one of the
outfitters permitted to hunt and export our hunted wild Lions just
again proves how valuable sound management practices are...
And our areas have that!
Once again this year we hunted far and wide outside our countries
borders. Namibia and Ethiopia both produced great trophies and
happy clients. 2017 is already almost booked up with South
Africa, Zambia, Namibia and Ethiopia all on the calendar and with

over 26 years of experience in outfitting top class hunts it is our
pleasure to open up Africa to you.
The never ending wave of criticism is still growing against hunters
and as hunters we have to be aware of this. Be careful what you
post on social media, be aware of how you present yourselves
in your photos and most all show respect to the animals hunted.
The future of hunting in Africa is still an uncertainty, large
companies are more worried about public perceptions than how
to conserve and ensure the survival of our wild areas.
We are at a new dawn of wildlife management and thus we need
YOU the Hunter to invest in our areas. We need the world to
know that without your money spent in Africa most areas will
cease to exist as will the wildlife in those areas.
2016 has been a fantastic year. Magnificent trophies were hunted
by each and every client. Yes, some were bigger than others and
we have to realize we are not hunting on fenced game ranches,
rather we hunt in the true sense of the word. Hunting huge wild
areas is a privilege not a guarantee of a trophy. We hunt hard and
long and sometimes we just get plain lucky.... That is hunting!
A big thank you go out to our staff who always go the extra mile
to ensure a successful and fun trip. A Professional Hunter is
only as good as his back up team and that is why we stand out
above the rest.
We wish you all a happy and successful 2017. We look forward
to welcoming back old friends and we can't wait to show our
Africa to our new clients.
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Ethics

W

e are committed to provide you, our client, with a most
unforgettable African experience. Our professional
hunters are skilled, ethical sportsmen who will ensure
that you look back on your safari, and the manner in
which each trophy was taken, with pride.

To us, not only the trophy but the entire experience is paramount. Sure, our areas
are regarded as the finest hunting blocks in Southern Africa, but the emphasis is
placed on the thrill of the chase. On your return home, we want the memories
of sight, sound, people, smells and the atmosphere of Africa to haunt you until
you return. Hunting plays a major role in our conservation efforts in Africa. To
this end the manner in which we hunt, the old animals we select as trophies and
the ethical, professional image we portray as hunters will ensure hunting always
remains critical to conservation. We will do our utmost to select old, top-quality
trophy specimens for you, which will be hunted in fair chase. To do this, you
will be required to, at times, walk a fair distance, endure heat, thirst and cold,
and after all this make a good clean shot. It is essential you practice with your
firearms prior to your arrival in Africa. Go ahead, use the bench at your shooting
range to sight in your rifle, but also practice sitting, prone and offhand shots.
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“And we know
that in all things
God works for the
good of those
who love him, who
have been called
according to his
purpose.”
Romans 8:28
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“I am with you and
will watch over you
wherever you go, and
I will bring you back
to this land. I will not
leave you until I have
done what I have
promised you.”
Genesis 28:15
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“Whatever you
do, work at it with
all your heart,
as working for
the Lord, not for
human masters,”
Colossians 3:23
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Firearms & Ammo

U

pon your arrival in camp, you will be required
to sight your rifle. Suitable rifle ranges, with
solid shooting benches, are available. Prior to
your departure from home, be sure to practice
with your chosen firearms so you are at ease
with their features and operations. We suggest
your plains game rifle be sighted in 2 to 2.5 inches high at one
hundred yards. This will in effect enable you to comfortably take
shots 250 yards out without having to compensate for distance.
For your heavy calibre big game rifles, dead on at one hundred
yards is recommended.
Inferior quality bullets have been the cause of many wounded
animals and unnecessary hours spent following up. Compared
to the trophy fees and cost of a safari, bullets are cheap. Of the
best available, trophy Bonded Bear Claw and Swift A-Frame
would be our first choices for soft points. Barnes X and Nosler
Partitions are also very good – but at times the Barnes tends
to perform like solids, while the Nosler Partitions lose the front
section and seldom retain more than 60% of their weight.
Generally, solids are much the same in all the high-powered
bolt-action rifles, good monolithic solids work best. Once again,
trophy Bonded Sledgehammer or Barnes Super Solids will
work well. Monolithic solids do not bend or fishtail. On slower,
large bore double rifles, we have found full metal jackets, such
as Woodleigh bullets, to be best. Do not hesitate to discuss
individual calibers, bullet weight and make, or other relevant
items with your professional hunter. He knows the area, game
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and conditions and will be able to recommend to you not only
bullets, but also calibers suitable for the game to be hunted.
Firearms require a temporary import permit, should you attempt
to go through this process yourself, please budget at least 4
hours upon your arrival to do so. Our suggestion is to use our
‘Meet and Greet’ service, which will expedite this process. We
would strongly recommend the use of an authorised agent and a
charter flight to camp. This will expedite the process and ensure
a speedy and trouble free arrival into the hunting area.

Professional Hunters
Madubula Safaris has a complete team of full-time professional
hunters. All are highly skilled and experienced men complemented
by a back-up staff of excellent trackers, skinners and drivers.
Your professional hunter will be your companion for the duration
of the safari – they are familiar with the hunting areas, conversant
with the staff and local people and superbly experienced in the
hunting field. All are fully recognised for their professionalism and
abilities in the field.
Your professional hunter’s priority is that you enjoy your stay in
Africa in every way, paying attention to detail and providing top
quality service. Please do not hesitate to communicate to him
any special request you may have, or should you find anything
amiss. He will spare no effort in obtaining top class trophies for
you, and at the same time ensuring you have a memorable safari
without compromise!

Made to go
wherever the
hunt takes you . . .

The Most Accurate Ultra-light
Rifle in Any Caliber You Want.
www.mgarmsinc.com

| t:

281.821.8282

|

info@mgarmsinc.com

MG Arms recommends Swarovski Optik for precision long-range optics and is an Authorized Swarovski Dealer.

Hunting Areas

W

e have the exclusive trophy
hunting rights to all our
areas, which in turn are
regarded as some of Southern
Africa’s finest trophy hunting
concessions. Emphasis is
placed on fair chase ethical hunting so, except for a
few select species, hunting is not conducted on highfenced game ranches. It is very important that we
are informed at the time of booking what your priority
species are, and what the primary objectives of your
safari are. This will allow us to allocate the best area to
you and to ensure that the required tags are reserved for
you from our set quota.
Certain species are restricted to minimum safari
duration – these days have to be booked and paid for,
irrespective of whether the animals are bagged or not.
The minimum booking for plains game is seven days.
For safaris ten days or less, only one area will be hunted
while safaris of longer than fourteen days will allow two
areas to be hunted.
Certain species are restricted to specific areas and
trophy quality is better in some areas, so prior planning
is important.

Recommended Packing List
• One outfit for use prior to and after the safari
• Four shirts, two long sleeved and two short sleeved
• Three pairs shorts
• Three pairs long pants
• Sweat suit for evening wear
• Warm jacket and sweater
• Well-worn comfortable hunting shoes
• Woollen socks
• Leather gloves
• Hat
• Any medical prescriptions
• Binoculars (8x30 to 10x40)
• Shaving and cosmetic kit
• Camera
• 220 to 110 volt converter (for video camera, etc.)
• Flashlight
• Sun protection lotion and sunglasses
• Firearm and ammunition
• Soft rifle bags
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n all camps laundry is done daily – so unless adverse weather is
experienced or on transfer days, you can expect clean, ironed clothes
daily. For this reason it is best to pack lightly. The recommended packing
list is sufficient for all our camps and areas. Stay away from delicate
fabrics – rather select soft, comfortable clothes in neutral colours, khaki
or drab green. Camouflage is permitted in most areas now. However,
be sure to check up on this prior to packing.
Boots should be well worn, soft and comfortable. Soft rubber soles are
best for stalking and tennis shoes are good for wearing around the camp
in the evenings.
Do not forget any personal prescription medications, sunscreen, chapstick
and hat. A warm jacket, gloves and sweaters are also essential, and should
your safari include one of our desert concessions, thermal underwear and
thick woollen socks are recommended.

South Africa is home to Madubula Safaris and with nine different
areas available we look at each group's needs and requests to
taylor make each safari. Johannesburg will be your point of entry
and from there you either drive, charter or take a commercial
flight. As an American you can still import your elephant trophy
from South Africa. South Africa is without a doubt still the best
destination for family groups as we as a country have so much to
offer during, before and after your safari. We can offer hunts for
selective experienced Hunters as well as novice first timers. From
the Elephant to the tiny Blue Duiker, with proper planning we can
assure you of a Classic African Safari without Compromise!
•

•

Namibia is a vast contrast to South Africa and with a much
drier climate you have a more limited list of species. Elephant,
Buffalo, Leopard are available to hunt in selective areas
and for our non American friends we can add Cheetah.
Very much like South Africa your accommodation can be
either lodge type or tented camps. You will need to fly into
Windhoek and from there you can charter or drive.
Zimbabwe has been a much talked about country in late and
we can offer the hunter an experience that varies from the
lower Zambezi Valley, the shores of Lake Kariba to Matetsi.
Since US Citizens cannot import elephant back into the
States our main focus in Zimbabwe is hunting for Buffalo
and Leopard. Hunting with hounds is allowed on private
land and only with special permits. You will need to fly to

Johannesburg, overnight and then fly to one of the closest
airports to your hunting area from where you then will charter
in and out of camp.
•

Zambia has always been a destination for Lion and Leopard
and since the reopening it has proven to still uphold that
reputation. Offering hunting from the Kafue flats where you
focus on the different Lechwes to the Luangwa Valley, you
will leave with the feeling of hunting "Old Africa". A variety of
other game are available along with Buffalo. Camps consist
mostly of your East African style tents and run by generator.
You will fly into Lusaka from where you will charter in and out
of camps.

•

Ethiopia, home of Queen Sheba and ancient African history
has held the imagination of many people and sounds so
foreign that most people only ever dream of visiting this
beautiful country. Hunting the Bale Mountains for Mountain
Nyala or the Danakil Desert for the shy and elusive Beisa
Oryx, you get to witness and experience a culture of people
we as Westerners will find hard to understand. Addis Ababa
will be your point of entry from where you will drive to your
different hunting areas.

•

To summarize is that it doesn't matter where your dreams
take you. Whether it's Tanzania, Mozambique or Cameroon.
Africa is our doorstep and with over 26 years of experience
we will arrange a safari that will ensure a lifetime of memories.
All it takes is proper communication and planning and if you
tell us your dream then we will make that journey happen.

All Rates Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fully approved camps, whether tented or lodges
Superb meals, accommodation, daily laundry
Fully licensed professional hunters, camp staff and field staff
One Four-wheel drive hunting vehicle per professional hunter.
Fully equipped and roadworthy
Field preparation of trophies
Co-ordination of all your safari travel plans

All Rates Exclude:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Licence fees where required
Government Value Added tax on daily rates and animals not
exported (includes darted & wounded animals)
Accommodation prior to and after safari
Gratuities
Alcohol
Vehicle hire for larger groups as required.
Charter fees as needed
Firearm import permits
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“I keep my eyes always on
the Lord. With him at my right
hand, I will not be shaken.”
Psalm 16:8
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Transport

Onenot
four-wheel-drive
“Do
be overcome by
hunting
vehicle willevil with
evil,
but overcome
be provided per each
good.”
contracted professional
hunter.
Romans 12:21
Each professional hunter has a fully equipped, well maintained fourwheel drive hunting vehicle. All vehicles include comprehensive
first aid kits and tools to carry out field repairs. Back-up vehicles
are available in all areas and all vehicles are equipped with twoway radios.

Field Rescue. Only by Global Rescue.

W

e strongly recommend that you use
charter flights into camp. The company
we use has an excellent track record
and their local representative will be at
your point of entry to assist you with
custom’s clearance and baggage, as
part of the “Meet and Greet” service. They can apply for your
temporary firearms import permit prior to your arrival. This ensures
you will avoid unnecessary delays and connecting flights.

Due to the distance between some of our hunting areas, charter
flights are recommended and can be discussed and booked on
confirmation of your safari. Should you decide to drive between
areas, suitable vehicles will be hired, at your expense, for this
purpose. One four-wheel-drive hunting vehicle will be provided
per each contracted professional hunter. Should group sizes
require the use and/or hire of additional vehicles this will be at
the client’s expense.

Insurance

W

Always advising our hunters to
purchase Global Rescue, I never dreamed the day
would come
I woud be calling for their help.
e strongly recommend
that thethat
following
insurance, which What
is commercially
an absoluteley professional and
available, be obtained by you:
Accidentalservice they provide.
efficient
death/disability, Emergency medical
evacuation, Trip cancellation, Loss of
personal items, Medical insurance.

John Abraham, Madubula Safaris
Leopard Attack Survivor

Photo taken by Kye Abraham
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THE BEST HUNTING SPOTS
ARE THE

WORST PLACES
TO HAVE AN EMERGENCY

Medical emergencies can happen at any time and an evacuation can cost over $100,000. Global
Rescue is the only company that will conduct a Field Rescue, no matter how remote, and evacuate
you back home.

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS:

SIGNATURE TRAVEL INSURANCE:

• Field Rescue from the point of illness or injury

We also offer Signature Travel Insurance from IMG®*,
which includes trip cancellation and interruption
protection to ensure that you don’t lose the value of
your trip. Signature Travel Insurance is only
available to U.S. residents.

• Evacuation back to the member’s home hospital of choice
• 24hr medical advisory services from critical care
paramedics and in-house physicians
• Specialists at The Johns Hopkins Department of
Emergency Medicine Division of Special Operations
available in real-time
• Global network of medical Centers Of Excellence
• Paramedics deployed overseas to the member’s bedside
• Medical evacuation services provided up to a cost of
$500,000
• Option to upgrade to include extraction in security
emergencies

*International Medical Group® (IMG®) is a leader in global benefits and travel insurance services.

“

Always advising our clients to purchase
Global Rescue [coverage], I never dreamed
the day would come that I would be
calling for their help. What an absolutely
professional and efficient service
they provide.
John Abraham,
Owner - Madubula Safaris

Memberships start at only $119. Enroll Today!

800.381.9754 | www.globalrescue.com/madubula | 617.459.4200
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Hunters Support Services for the discerning sportsman
www.hunterssupport.com
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Accomodation

A

ll our camps – whether one of our luxury traditional tented
camps, superb lodges or temporary fly camps, are fully
stocked and well-equipped to ensure a relaxing stay. A fine
selection of local and imported drinks is provided, as is a
variety of top quality wines. While unwinding around the
evening campfire you will be able to appreciate ice cold
drinks and an array of cocktails, accompanied by traditional hors d’oeuvres.
All camps provide hot and cold running water and flush toilets, bathrooms are
en-suite – even in our tented camps, so total privacy is ensured. Generally, twin
beds are provided in each tent or room, but special sleeping arrangements can
be catered for on request. Camp staff will ensure that bathrooms are cleaned,
beds made and that laundry is done daily. All rooms and tents are insect-proof
and although electricity is not available, lighting, either by solar or lanterns, is
provided. All camps are in daily contact with our headquarters so messages
can be received and relayed.
Furthermore, all camps have been approved by our local game department
for the accommodation of foreign guests, and all facilities provided are to the
highest standard. They are located in scenic, safe areas to allow all members
of the group, whether hunters or not, to enjoy Africa to the full.
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“Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid; do
not be discouraged, for the Lord your God will be
with you wherever you go.”
Joshua 1:9
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“For the Lord gives
wisdom; from his mouth
come knowledge and
understanding.”
Proverbs 2:6
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Price lists and references available upon request at
safaris@madubula.com
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Realism, Beauty & Permanence

Guardian of the Hunters’ Dreams

Use your QR Reader to visit our website
www.lifeformtaxidermy.com

NOW AVAILABLE!
Our FREE “Skinning & Field Prep” App.
Download it for Android and iPhone.
Visit our website - www.lifeformtaxidermy.com
Available in your App. Store

Int Tel: +27 13 750-1470 · Int Fax: +27 13 750-1512
www.lifeformtaxidermy.com · art@lifeform.co.za

